New Construction
As students left for break, cranes and trucks found a new home
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Walking through the City Uncovered

Kristen Bryfogle
Assistant Opinion Editor

After looking at the Top 40 and the movie marques, one might think that Ameri-

cas has been the subject of a

Pompeii-ification. Bastille’s

song “ Pompeii” has been

on the Billboard Hot 100 for

over 50 years, the Berras

were among the most incred-

ible neighbors the university
community has ever had. Fre-
cently visiting and supporting

the Yogi Berra Museum &

Learning Center on campus,

Berra is certainly a face that

will be more than missed.

Dr. Timothy Carey

and administration from

Rutgers University and has

a doctorate in educational policy, theory

and administration from

Montclair State University.

According to Joana Gon-

zalez, coordinator of admin-

istrative operations and

director, continuous quality improve-

ment, executive assistant to

the senior vice president

for administration and as-

sistant director of the Edu-

cational Opportunity Fund.

Carey has been named assis-
tant vice president for facili-
ties at Ithaca and will be suc-
sceeding the recently retired

Rick Couture. He is glad to

have such an opportunity.

“As someone with an un-

wavering commitment to

customer service and pro-


cess improvement, this is

an exciting time for me to be

joining the first-rate institu-
tion,” said Carey, as quoted

on the Ithaca College web-

site. “I look forward to inter-

acting with and serving the

Ithaca College community.”

As quoted on the Mont-
clair State website, Presei-

cial News, p. 5

SGA Elections
The election for next years SGA board
starts today. Students have a little

less than a week to cast their ballots.

News, p. 5

Feature, p. 8

Spring Cleaning with Stylistics

Opinion, p. 11

When Worlds Collide
The robot terror of to-
day may still pale in com-
parison to the I, Robot apocolypse, but

robots are still a very

prominent threat in the

modern world.

Entertainment, p. 15

What’s Pharrell Wearing?

Sports, p. 20

Red Hawks Fall in Elite Eight
A fantastic season has come to an end for the Montclarion State womens basket-

ball team.
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Managing Editor

From a revamped build-
ing to a new major, stud-
ents and faculty in the School of Communication and Media can expect to see some changes starting in the Fall 2014 semester.

The department has officially signed on for a new program, a BA in Journalism. The course-
work is set to launch starting next semester.

According to Dr. Christ-
tine Lemosantos, associ-

de director of the School of Communication and Media, the new program will fea-
ture core classes, major re-
quivalments as well as major electives credits. “The core courses remain because it’s important for students with-
in different majors to work with each other,” said Lemo-
santos. “It will make you
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Yogi and Carmen Berra.

Jenna Guagliacci
Assistant News Editor

Carmen Berra, beloved
wife of former baseball
player Yogi Berra, passed
away on Thursday, March 6.

With closely knit ties
in the town of Montclair for
over 50 years, the Berras
are among the most incred-
ible neighbors the universi-
ty has ever had. Frequently
visiting and supporting

the Yogi Berra Museum &

Learning Center on campus,

Berra will be more than missed.
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Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station from any campus phone at T-I-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.

On March 3
Non-student William Crutcher, 21, of Union, N.J. was charged with defiant trespassing and hindering apprehension for being on campus after he was notified of his Persona Non Grata status. Crutcher is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

On March 4
A student reported property damage to their vehicle while parked in the New Jersey Transit Deck. This case is under investigation. (building #63)

On March 5
A student reported that their laptop was stolen from the Rathskeller in the Student Center. This case is under investigation. (building #40)

On March 8
A student reported a theft of their hangtag while parked in Lot 45. This case is under investigation. (near building #62)

On March 10
An employee of Sodexo reported receiving a fraudulent $10 bill at a dining facility on campus. This case is under investigation.

On March 13
A staff member of University Hall reported that several textbooks were removed from the Rathskeller in the Student Center. This case is under investigation.
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The Montclarion is a publication of Montelican Publishing, Inc. published weekly, except during examinations, summer and winter sessions. The Montclarion is funded by student fees distributed by Montclair State University and incoming advertising revenue. The views expressed in the Opinion section, with the exception of the Main Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The Montclarion.

The first issue of The Montclarion, then named The Pelican, was published on Nov. 28, 1928.
DINNER & A MOVIE
Every Sunday Night
10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
@ THE RED HAWK DINER

celebrate
WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH
(menu available online)
March 26th
The Student Center Dining Room
11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

KOREAN PULLED PORK SANDWICH
Malaysian Omelet
Thai Chicken Sandwich

Come with us as we explore the flavors of the FAR EAST!
Available for a limited time in the Student Center.

sendurmessage
picture a better tomorrow
Follow Us On Instagram @sendurmessage

ENTER TO WIN!

Win one of four National Grand Prize
$2,500 donations from Sodexo
made in your name to an environmental or sustainability-related charity of your choice.

ADDED BONUS:
each of our four lucky winners will receive a $250 Visa® prepaid card too!

Find out more at www.sendurmessage.com

www.montclair.edu/dining-services
The School of Communication and Media is moving to Morehead Hall.

However, according to Lemesianou, they have created an interdisciplinary program with the minor program to make things more open. This will allow students within the major to take minor courses for elective credit, and students within the minor are allowed to take one major course to count as an elective credit. Additionally, the first course in both the major and the minor is the same course, a newswriting class that is held within the journalism minor program in the English Department. “Both programs serve a unique need,” said Lemesianou. “I think the journalism minor program offers a great training ground for writing and really polishing those writing skills regardless of what platform we’re in. I think the journalism minor really helps students’ writing skills.” According to Ron Holmberg, a professor within the journalism minor program as well as a student advisor, the minor will continue to focus more on print and traditional disciplines of journalism. “Today, to be successful, a journalist has to have many tools in their work kit,” said Holmberg. “The phrase is to be a backpack journalist. The idea is that you have your laptop, pen, laptop and camera together; to be successful, a journalist has to be able to move between many different presentations of journalism. Even with all of those changes in platforms, the basics of good journalism stay the same, and that’s what we emphasize in the minor.” Holmberg also discussed that with the steady increase in the minor (there are currently about 77 students within the program and the new requirements for majors to take a course within the minor), the coursework will be tailored closer to ensure that all students can get a seat in the classes they need. In order to account for the new program, two new faculty members have also been hired in the School of Communication and Media. Their names have not yet been released, but one will be joining with expertise in local journalism and one in sports media journalism.

Students are also excited to finally see the implementation of this new program. “It’s easy to think the school didn’t already have a journalism major, being the program is very news-based,” said Victoria Nelli, a student majoring in Television and Digital Media with a concentration in television production. “I personally am a television production major but I think it will really give the students who are interested a wonderful opportunity to expand their knowledge in the field.”

Adrian Bell Contributing Writer

A new app called Secret allows users to make anonymous posts. Or you could, you know, go on 4chan.

America criticized Russia for their militant movements in the southern part of the Crimea peninsula. Russia respond ed, “Crimea river.”

• Chris Brown was kicked out of rehab last Friday for touching a woman, refusing a drug test after taking an unknown leave from the facility. He was really abusing his privileges.

• A news team in Seattle was killed in a helicopter crash over a dam there was to cover it.

• New York Mayor Bill de Blasio refused to march in the Saint Patrick’s Day pa- rade on Monday because the local LGBTQ groups aren’t allowed in the parade. He signed a resolution because the city prefers vegetables over fruits.

• Six Portuguese students have drowned in a flash flood in the north of Portugal.

• A new app called Secret allows users to make anonymous posts. Or you could, you know, go on 4chan.

Andy Odlin Staff Writer

A new app called Secret allows users to make anonymous posts. Or you could, you know, go on 4chan.

Claire Fishman Photo Editor

Got the inside scoop? Write for news! Contact msunews@gmail.com

An email with the subject name “Your Invited” was sent out to all English majors, inviting them to attend a lecture next week, put on by the Michael Corder for Writing Excellence on campus was given an “ex- cellence” award.

The 4.4 magnitude earth- quake in Los Angeles was reported three minutes af- ter it hit the city due to a robot journalist. The robot automatically searches for reports and then imports the information into a tem- plate. At the end it asserts, “Kill All Humans!”

Another new course being offered is the Media Tech Toolkit, a required class designed to provide the skill set for those interested in media and Television Production. Those higher courses, such as Field Reporting, will be required to do in person. They will be made more comfortable and editing so they will become more comfortable with the minor program. However, according to Lemesianou, they have created an interdisciplinary program with the minor program to make things more open. This will allow students within the major to take minor courses for elective credit, and students within the minor are allowed to take one major course to count as an elective credit. Additionally, the first course in both the major and the minor is the same course, a newswriting class that is held within the journalism minor program in the English Department. “Both programs serve a unique need,” said Lemesianou. “I think the journalism minor program offers a great training ground for writing and really polishing those writing skills regardless of what platform we’re in. I think the journalism minor really helps students’ writing skills.” According to Ron Holmberg, a professor within the journalism minor program as well as a student advisor, the minor will continue to focus more on print and traditional disciplines of journalism. “Today, to be successful, a journalist has to have many tools in their work kit,” said Holmberg. “The phrase is to be a backpack journalist. The idea is that you have your laptop, pen, laptop and camera together; to be successful, a journalist has to be able to move between many different presentations of journalism. Even with all of those changes in platforms, the basics of good journalism stay the same, and that’s what we emphasize in the minor.” Holmberg also discussed that with the steady increase in the minor (there are currently about 77 students within the program and the new requirements for majors to take a course within the minor, the course...
SGA Elections are Here!

Student nominees prepare for a heated battle

President
Kristen Bunk
Christine Gianakis
Jasmine Hoffman
Mohammad Ramadan

Vice President
Rajhon White

Secretary
Kevin Aquilano
Luca Azzara

Treasurer
Ryan Gallagher
Danniel Restrepo

As election season rolls in, the nominees for the SGA Board have been hard at work. Frantically scribbling sidewalk signs and feverishly pulling at their shirt collars, the race to the finish will be closer than ever.

The positions being voted on are President, Vice President, Treasurer, and Secretary. Meanwhile, elections for the Board of Trustees will be held separately.

With the elections beginning on March 20, be sure to check your email for the link to vote. Elections end on March 27 and the winners will be announced next Wednesday. The Montclarion will print bios of the winner in next week's issue. Remember to pick up the paper to see who won!

With the fate of the SGA resting in your hands... Choose wisely.

Nominees' Platforms

Kristen Bunk
“I want to serve the students and make their college experience a more valuable one. I will focus on student affairs, increasing the caliber of the events on campus, build stronger communication on campus, support organizations and Greeks and make the SGA function more efficiently.”

Christine Gianakis
“It is my mission to create a positive and welcoming environment for all students, clubs and organizations. I hope to bring healthier food options to campus, to extend the hours of the library and to promote campus involvement.”

Jasmine Hoffman
“As President, I plan to make MSU everyone’s home, because at home, you feel included and safe. I want every student at Montclair to feel that way here.”

Mohammad Ramadan
“Serving the campus community, providing an upmost Professional atmosphere and maintaining an open door communication policy will always remain my top priority in order to better serve the student body.”

Rajhon White
“One of my goals for the upcoming year is to strengthen the communication between the 130 organizations and the Executive Board.”

Ryan Gallagher
“I intend to give all students at MSU the same potential to maximize their college experience. In addition, I am keen on bolstering student organizations, supporting the success of Greek Life, inserting the SGA’s financial integrity and increasing campus-wide programming.”

Danniel Restrepo
“I strive to create a much needed inclusive and prideful community by strengthening the communication between organizations and the position of Executive SGA Treasurer.”

Luca Azzara
“I plan to facilitate smooth weekly SGA meetings and I also plan to strengthen the communication between the SGA and its chartered organizations. Also, I will utilize my experiences to voice the needs of the entire student body from Greeks to commuters.”
Big Changes for Nutrition Facts Labels

Remove “calories from fat” and focus on “total calories.”
Nutrition trends have steadily moved away from the notion that all fats are bad and food labels may soon only reflect the more appropriate question of whether foods contain mostly good fats (mono- and polyunsaturated) or bad fats (saturated and trans.) Research has consistently proven the importance of unsaturated fats in the diet, so a general “calories from fat” percentage is no longer an appropriate measure. In fact, it may even be discouraging consumers from purchasing a food product rather than directing them to the breakdown of the fat content.

“Added” versus naturally occurring sugars.
Another exciting change is the additional breakdown of “sugars” into “added sugars.” Finally, consumers will have the ability to make choices based on the differing amounts of sugar that is added during preparation. This may sound odd, but the difference between total sugars and added sugars is significant. Many foods contain sugars naturally, like those in fruit (fructose) and dairy products like milk and yogurt (lactose), but what we really want to know is how much sugar the manufacturer adds to these natural sugars to produce the final product. The number under the “added sugar” distinction is what we can use to compare different brands and products to help us make the best decision for our own personal health.

Currently, we are lacking consensus on how much sugar we should limit ourselves to each day. The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends no more than five percent of total calories and the American Heart Association says no more than 25g for women or 38g for men. Although these recommendations differ in quantity, each are based on added sugars, not total sugars.

Requiring the amount of more crucial vitamins and minerals-Vitamin D & potassium.
With a significant amount of Americans deficient in vitamin D and even more unaware of its importance in our diet, highlighting the vitamin D and calcium content will remind us to look for good sources of these bone-protecting nutrients. With rising rates of cardiovascular disease and hypertension, Americans should also be paying more attention to good sources of potassium, which helps regulate blood pressure.

Serving up new serving sizes.
One of the most talked about changes is the modified serving size of 17 percent of the food products on the market. CNN reports that most of these serving sizes will be going up as a result of the American public generally consuming more in one sitting than we did 20 years ago. Why are these changes so crucial at this point in time?
If you have ever looked at the nutrition facts label on a 20 fl. oz. bottle of soda, you might have noticed that there is actually more than one serving per bottle. Currently, most nutrition facts labels list the calories and other nutrients per one serving, which is not the entire bottle that you buy for lunch or in the vending machine. In fact, there are at least 2.5 servings in the bottles and even 1.5 servings in the cans compared to the recommended 8 oz. serving size of a beverage. While consumers may think that they are just drinking 100 calories in their bottle of soda, they are actually consuming 2.5 servings of 100 calories, which is 250 calories (and is often listed on the bottle).

Accurately assuming that we do not stop drinking our 20 oz. drink after only 8 oz., the FDA has recommended labelling the entire bottle or can as one serving. Therefore, the label would list the total calories and other nutrients in the entire can or bottle to remove confusion about how much we are actually consuming.

Keep in mind that these changes take into consideration how much we actually eat, rather than how much we should eat.
Spring break is usually the time when many students plan trips and getaways to sandy beaches and sunny escapes. Victor Espinoza, a junior here at Montclair State studying Nutrition and Food Science, decided to take a different approach. When the time came around for him to enroll for spring classes, he noticed something unique about one of his required nutrition courses, which was an opportunity to study at the world-renowned Institute Paul Bocuse of Lyon in France, an experience that he was not ready to let fly by. Little did he know that a seven-day trip across an ocean would bring him even closer to his passion for food and desire to become a registered dietitian.

Q: What was your most memorable meal there?
A: We were eating every day. Everything was good! I love seafood and one lunch we had they served us a salmon filet with a wasabi sauce, a fusion. With just one bite, it had a lot of flavor. It wasn’t just about it looking nice but tasting great as well and still being healthy. They also have a break in the middle of the day. They get to sit down and have coffee and espresso in those fancy little cups. I was jealous to see that. They have it so good there!

Q: Were the food healthier there?
A: Yes, it was very different and it is healthier. Food there is not as processed but more fresh grown. This is coming from Lyon where we were as opposed to Paris. Paris is like going to New York City and Lyon is more like New Jersey. We were able to cook food during lunch and eat on our own.

Q: Did you learn any new cooking techniques that you think you are going to apply?
A: Yes, I think I would need more classes to become a more experienced cook and spend more time in the kitchen. It was a bit different there. The chef would come in and say, “Hmm, let’s see here. Is this meat cooked?” Then he would reach in and take a piece to taste with his hand and say, “It’s a bit bland.” It was funny because here, we are not supposed to touch the food with our hands.

Q: Is this an industry you can see yourself working in?
A: Yes, the culinary arts are one of my interests and hospitality is something that I am definitely looking into. I have never had a spring break like this before. It cost $3,000, but will look really good on my resume. This trip helped me to decide to become a dietitian and go for my certification. This was the best spring break I have ever had.
Spring is finally on its way! This means warmer weather, blooming flowers and spring cleaning! Is your closet a bit cluttered? Don’t know where to start? Don’t worry, because I have got you covered. I find such joy in rehanging my tops and refolding my jeans. My shoes have to be in season order and my jewelry must be in its correct spot. It helps me find exactly what I am looking for and allows me to see all of the things that I own. That way, I wear more of what I have instead of buying top after top and throw new purchases into a big black hole. I have found the perfect solution to spring cleaning that is fun and easy to do. You can even use it daily. This passion for organizing brings me to applications. Yes, I said applications. I love apps. There’s so many that it can sometimes be overwhelming. I’m a master of endlessly searching and browsing through the App Store on my iPhone. My most searched topic? Fashion. I must have tried over 20 to 30 different fashion applications before I found my go-to favorites. The rest of the bunch gets deleted.

One app that I came across quite some time ago incorporates my organizing obsession. The app is called Stylitics. If you love color-coding your coats and tidying your tops, this app is a must-have for you. It’s perfect to help you get started with your spring cleaning and it’s absolutely free to use. Stylitics allows you to create your virtual closet that you can access and organize on the go. Take direct photos of your garments or find them on the Internet, then upload to your personal Stylitics closet.

Users can organize their wardrobe by color, brand, print, garment category, store where the garments were purchased, etc. I like using my closet as a virtual dream wardrobe. I add photos of clothing, shoes, bags, coats and jewelry that I admire/wish I had. Another really unique and cool aspect about Stylitics is that users can browse famous stylists’, bloggers’ and designers’ closets. It’s totally wild to view what Rebecca Minkoff has in her wardrobe. Gain inspiration from the featured closets or from the live feed of other Stylitics users. It’s a great tool to organize what you already own and express your personal style.

Not only is Stylitics an application, but it is also a brand. The company’s website has a ton of cool things to offer. Stylitics has been mentioned in the New York Times, Vogue, Women’s Wear Daily and The Oprah Magazine online. The brand has a blog called The Stylitics Report, which shares style advice, fashion tips, current trends, daily fashion history and so much more. Jump into a time machine every single day while reading the “Today is Fashion History” articles. It’s interesting to learn what events took place in fashion on the current day.
Part-time dog walker needed in Montclair area between 11 a.m. & 3 p.m. Mon-Fri. $10 per 30 minute walk. For more info email Janine at MontclairPetGirl@gmail.com


Part-time male or female student to help promote The Montclair Boutique and also work part-time. Contact Jeff 201-506-5555.

Classifieds
Help Wanted

ADVERTISING
LOCAL PRICE LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>MEASUREMENTS</th>
<th>B/W</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eighth Page</td>
<td>5.25&quot; x 5.2&quot;</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter Page</td>
<td>5.25&quot; x 10.4&quot;</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>$155.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Page</td>
<td>10.75&quot; x 10.4&quot;</td>
<td>$210.00</td>
<td>$255.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Page</td>
<td>10.75&quot; x 21&quot;</td>
<td>$225.00</td>
<td>$400.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNIVERSITY PRICE LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>MEASUREMENTS</th>
<th>B/W</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eighth Page</td>
<td>5.25&quot; x 5.2&quot;</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter Page</td>
<td>5.25&quot; x 10.4&quot;</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Page</td>
<td>10.75&quot; x 10.4&quot;</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
<td>$140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Page</td>
<td>10.75&quot; x 21&quot;</td>
<td>$210.00</td>
<td>$255.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TERMS & CONDITIONS

DEADLINES
The deadline for a listing submission to The Montclarion is the third of the month before publication of the issue. The Montclarion reserves the right to change the deadline without notice.

CANCELLATIONS
Cancellations of all advertising space can be done no later than Friday of the week before publication of the issue.

Phone: (973) 663-9237  Fax: (973) 663-7904  Email: montclarionad@gmail.com

Advertise with The Montclarion!

Want to advertise or promote your business? Are you looking to hire or have rooms for rent?

Email montclarionad@gmail.com for more information and details.

Voted the Area’s Top Steakhouse
Home of the 24 oz. Delmonico Steak $23.95
Party Rooms Up to 80 People • Gift Certificates Available

DirectTV • NFL Sunday Ticket • Happy Hour

Happy Hour
San-Tues. ALL DAY
Wed.-Sat. 3 PM-7 PM

Late Nights
Happy Hour
Thurs. & Fri.
10 PM-2 AM

$5.00 OFF Your Total Bill
of $40 or more.
Cannot be combined with any other offer.

955 Valley Road • Clifton • 973-746-6600
www.alexussteakhouse.com

Grand Opening

DINNER all-you-can-eat
Fixed Price • Unlimited To Order
Weekends
$18.99 | $20.99
Half Price for kids under 10 years old

LUNCH all-you-can-eat
Weekdays
$11.99 | $13.99

Unlimited fresh sushi, sashimi & detectable innovative maki rolls, hot & crispy shrimp and vegetable tempura. Various Japanese appetizers and salad, fresh grilled teriyaki, tasty udon noodle, scrumptious desserts and much more. Everything served in your desired portion and made fresh as you order. Quality and quantity.

Sushivillage
66 Newark Pompton Turnpike, (Rt. 23), Little Falls
973-705-8199

Sushivillage Little Falls • Little Falls • 973-785-8199
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Continued from last week...

Social media sites...

Grant Dinwiddie appeared on six coast coast. People are in awe...

...television...

Oceanside Mont $20.00 ADULT $5.00 CHILD

The creature was soon everywhere.

...monster tours...

The creature even had a toy line for awhile, you couldn’t walk five feet without hearing something about it...

But the star status didn’t stay too long...

 HELP WANTED

ASSISTANT PRODUCTION EDITOR CONTACT MSUPRODUCTION@gmail.com

LOVE TO DRAW?
Submit your comics/cartoons to The Montclarion at msuproduction@gmail.com

By Joe Stansbury
**When Worlds Collide**

**Question of the Week**

*Do you think that you will ever have to compete with robots for your job?*

**Alyssa Boudreau**

*Freshman, Biology*

“I’d say yes because in the future, there are so many upcoming advancements in technology that I don’t think anyone will need to be out in the world to do anything.”

**Gary Lewis**

*Senior, Justice Studies*

“For me specifically, no, because my course path is justice studies and criminal justice. I don’t want to be a lawyer or anything like that. I want to be a writer or a journalist.”

**Juliette Munoz**

*Sophomore, Family and Child Studies*

“No. I don’t think so. Because I don’t think we’re there with technology yet.”

**John Smith**

*Senior, Finance*

“I do think that my job will be taken over by robots. I work in a bank. I work as a customer service rep. But I do feel that the teller side of the bank can’t be taken over by robots.”

**Anne Westcott**

*Senior, English*

“No. I want to be a writer and robots can’t write books. There’s no soul in a robot to write a book. It’s pointless to get a robot to do that.”

**Jena Ramos**

*Sophomore, Film*

“Maybe. I think that there’s a fair chance that I will be taken over by robots. I am an artist. I am a film major and a lot of film production is made from computers these days. But I feel that a lot of it has to be done by humans.”

**Jessica Mahmoud**

*Freshman, Edeclared*

“No. I mean, unless the whole world is taken over by robots, there’s always going to be jobs available for humans—for real people like me and you.”

---

**Thumbs Up**

**New shuttles Spring Bash**

Japan uses Pokémon as mascots for FIFA World Cup

**Thumbs Down**

News milking Malaysian Airplane story

*Pixar’s infinite sequels (Cars 2?)*

New sugar regulations

---

Gabe Saha | The Montclarion

---

Vicky Leta | The Montclarion

---
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In response to “Who Has a Say?” published on Feb. 17, 2014:

“A fresh man and legislat- ing for the common good, their- ashoring and mildly offensive. This does not mean that it is okay to say controversial issues over the past two semesters, but their deci- sions should not dismantle the validity of the organization. If you have an issue with the SGA, I encourage you to voice your opinion to the Student Government Association at one of our meetings. I respect each and every legislator, and I sit with on Wednesdays. Despite differences, we can all students are taking time out of their day to talk about real issues, debate those is- sues and, all the while, make sure that the SGA is helping the organizations underneath it survive.

The issue of your marriage support and the SGA may have caused controversy, but debate and discussion brings about a solution. To write this article bashing the SGA and its members is unfounded. We are working hard to make the student government a better place. As a member of MSU have the obligation to understand the decisions the school at large. I will highlight to give a comprehensive view of Pompeii. It is a very good thing. She makes a cultural choice in making an edifying process that benefits both her reader and the article itself by excluding any personal politics from the content. The possibility of a forthcoming ‘papal endorsement’ that would be both groundbreaking and historically significant will be edifying for the reader, but not free at all. The room and Pompel is, it is not lacking in content and "papal endorsement" that would be both groundbreaking and historically significant will be edifying for the reader, but not free at all. The room and space, offering complete information and not making any of the content or the voucher can be presented, perhaps caused by anachronism perpetuated by popular culture perceptions of gladiatorial games. However, these are not distinctions which discredit all the remarkable artifacts and information provided about Pompeii. Pompeii’s cure is to let Pompeii “reinvent” itself. “But if you believe the photo is a representation of what life was like in Pompeii for both upper-class merchants and slaves, giving a large of the Roman world’s population a voice, where in other exhibits they have remained silent. The information about slaves and everyday citizens is refreshingly unromanticized. Classical history which often ignores the lives of the poor does not consider the lives of the poor does not consider the lives of the poor. The layman's perspective persists even to the end of the exhibit, when additional video screens and the progress of the eruption from the view of a Pompeii resident, a slave, and an old, rich man and slave indis- criminatingly. The impartial- ity of the trope represented most poignantly in the plaster bodies, offers an eerie quality to the destruction, but also a fascinating subtlety.

The exhibit was shorter than others the students who visited it. It is not lacking in content and ‘legitimate news articles’ on er topics related to the church, not make any of the content or the voucher can be presented, perhaps caused by anachronism perpetuated by popular culture perceptions of gladiatorial games. However, these are not distinctions which discredit all the remarkable artifacts and information provided about Pompeii. Pompeii’s cure is to let Pompeii “reinvent” itself. “But if you believe the photo is a representation of what life was like in Pompeii for both upper-class merchants and slaves, giving a large of the Roman world’s population a voice, where in other exhibits they have remained silent. The information about slaves and everyday citizens is refreshingly unromanticized. Classical history which often ignores the lives of the poor does not consider the lives of the poor. The layman's perspective persists even to the end of the exhibit, when additional video screens and the progress of the eruption from the view of a Pompeii resident, a slave, and an old, rich man and slave indis- criminatingly. The impartial- ity of the trope represented most poignantly in the plaster bodies, offers an eerie quality to the destruction, but also a fascinating subtlety.

The exhibit was shorter than others the students who visited it. It is not lacking in content and ‘legitimate news articles’ on er topics related to the church, not make any of the content or the voucher can be presented, perhaps caused by anachronism perpetuated by popular culture perceptions of gladiatorial games. However, these are not distinctions which discredit all the remarkable artifacts and information provided about Pompeii. Pompeii’s cure is to let Pompeii “reinvent” itself. “But if you believe the photo is a representation of what life was like in Pompeii for both upper-class merchants and slaves, giving a large of the Roman world’s population a voice, where in other exhibits they have remained silent. The information about slaves and everyday citizens is refreshingly unromanticized. Classical history which often ignores the lives of the poor does not consider the lives of the poor. The layman's perspective persists even to the end of the exhibit, when additional video screens and the progress of the eruption from the view of a Pompeii resident, a slave, and an old, rich man and slave indis- criminatingly. The impartial- ity of the trope represented most poignantly in the plaster bodies, offers an eerie quality to the destruction, but also a fascinating subtlety.

The exhibit was shorter than others the students who visited it. It is not lacking in content and ‘legitimate news articles’ on er topics related to the church, not make any of the content or the voucher can be presented, perhaps caused by anachronism perpetuated by popular culture perceptions of gladiatorial games. However, these are not distinctions which discredit all the remarkable artifacts and information provided about Pompeii. Pompeii’s cure is to let Pompeii “reinvent” itself. “But if you believe the photo is a representation of what life was like in Pompeii for both upper-class merchants and slaves, giving a large of the Roman world’s population a voice, where in other exhibits they have remained silent. The information about slaves and everyday citizens is refreshingly unromanticized. Classical history which often ignores the lives of the poor does not consider the lives of the poor. The layman's perspective persists even to the end of the exhibit, when additional video screens and the progress of the eruption from the view of a Pompeii resident, a slave, and an old, rich man and slave indis- criminatingly. The impartial- ity of the trope represented most poignantly in the plaster bodies, offers an eerie quality to the destruction, but also a fascinating subtlety.

The exhibit was shorter than others the students who visited it. It is not lacking in content and ‘legitimate news articles’ on er topics related to the church, not make any of the content or the voucher can be presented, perhaps caused by anachronism perpetuated by popular culture perceptions of gladiatorial games. However, these are not distinctions which discredit all the remarkable artifacts and information provided about Pompeii. Pompeii’s cure is to let Pompeii “reinvent” itself. “But if you believe the photo is a representation of what life was like in Pompeii for both upper-class merchants and slaves, giving a large of the Roman world’s population a voice, where in other exhibits they have remained silent. The information about slaves and everyday citizens is refreshingly unromanticized. Classical history which often ignores the lives of the poor does not consider the lives of the poor. The layman's perspective persists even to the end of the exhibit, when additional video screens and the progress of the eruption from the view of a Pompeii resident, a slave, and an old, rich man and slave indis- criminatingly. The impartial-
Getting ahead this summer is a breeze.

Register now for Summer Sessions
- More than 800 courses offered on campus and online
- Earn up to 15 credits
- Courses begin in May, June, July, and August
- Sessions range from 3 to 12 weeks
- Undergraduate and graduate courses available

View the course schedule at montclair.edu/summer

It’s all here. Montclair State University
montclair.edu/summer
HELP!! Write Rapid Fire Reviews! 40-50 Words
msuarts@gmail.com

Theadora LeCour
Entertainment Editor

**THE BUZZCOCKS**

"ORGASM ADDICT"

With a name that elicited double takes and laughter, The Buzzcocks crossed the Atlantic only after becoming well-known in Europe with songs such as "Everybody's Happy Now" and "Fast Cars." "Orgasm Addict," with its raunchy lyrics and memorable chorus, leaves little to the imagination for listeners.

**KIMBER ROUGE**

"AGE OF IRON"

Arriving on the scene at the beginning of punk's annals of fame with a style that wasn't going to be forgotten, Kimber Rouge has left an obscure mark on the then-and-now punk scene. "Age of Iron" carries a synaptic line that by itselfdangerously toes the line between twee and punk. However, the pounding drums and guitar bring it back home.

**BLACK FLAG**

"SIX PACK"

Before Henry Rollins evolved into the politically aware, culturally-diverse man he is now, he and Black Flag erupted from California as one of the pioneers of punk. "Six Pack" is a great anthem of debauchery, drunkenness and mistakes that seemed like great ideas.

**NOFX**

"LINOLEUM"

Havok's high-energy and AFI's lit a punk fire in the Nineteen Nineties, the ever-changing Davey Havok and AFI lit a punk fire in the Nineteen Nineties. Havok's high-pitched voice and dark lyrics accompanied by Jade Puget's guitar lines gave AFI a notch in punk's armada of icons with a style that wasn't going to catch up until years later.

**THE OFFSPRING**

"IT'S ALL I WANT"

Crazy taxis are hurtling through the roads with a green, hairless punk behind the wheel. Obviously he doesn't have Bach or Keane playing on his radio. "It's All I Want" and its frantic pace make it a perfect accompaniment for his daily grind. Which only lasts 10 minutes for some reason...
Pharrell Williams, alternately known as Pharrell, is a rapper, songwriter, producer and fashion designer. His most recent song "Happy" is currently ranked at #1 on the Billboard Hot 100. His clothes, however, are making more of a buzz than his music as of late.

Even if you didn’t watch the 2014 Grammys, I’m sure you’re well aware of Pharrell’s hat. The oversized brown Vivienne Westwood hat made more headlines than Macklemore taking home Best Rap Album. Ever since the Grammys, “the hat” has spawned a Twitter account with over 22,000 followers and was just auctioned off to Arby’s for $44,100 with all proceeds going to charity. The infamous hat was a head turner, but Pharrell has been rocking not-so-average outfits since 2005 when he started the fashion line Billionaire Boys Club. Pictured is Pharrell attending and making more headlines at the 2014 Oscars where he donned a Lanvin shorts tuxedo, to which all fashion police-style reporters said was “fearless.”

Right. When growing up, I never watched any of these award shows all because of the very next day, when the best and worst dressed award winners and the people who got “robbed” would be plastered all over every blog and news website all across the nation. As a guy, I never paid attention to the clothes because I was too focused on wanting New Found Glory to win Best Music Video or X-Men to win Best Summer Blockbuster.

When I saw Pharrell walk across the screen in the show, it finally clicked why my mom and sisters sat around glued to the TV watching the red carpet all those years. My initial reaction was “Pharrell? What the hell is that?” I doubt the multi-platinum selling artist will lose sleep over my opinion of his suit.

Moving on, we have the last picture: a red, black and green plaid suit, which he chose to wear on the most important day of his life, his wedding day. My first thought was, "Wow, I wonder what his wife is going to say?" I then Googled the event and it just so turned out that his model wife, Helen Lasichanh, wore a 10-foot green, black, blue and white medieval gown. The couple’s four-year-old son, Rocket, was the ring bearer and they ended the ceremony with a small, “intimate” concert from Usher and Busta Rhymes. You go, Pharrell.
Hendricks Claims Title After Ruthless Bout

Joe Stanley Kurp
Staff Writer

After two missed tistle shots and one questionable decision, Johny “Bigg Rigg” Hendricks finally felt the weight of UFC gold around his waist.

With a wide-ranging attack and impressive fortitude, the Oklahoma native outlasted “Ruthless” Robbie Lawler to claim the vacant welterweight title in the main event of UFC 171 on March 15.

All three judges scored it 48-47 for Hendricks. The performance garnered not only the applause of the fans at the American Airlines Center in Dallas, but it earned both “Fight of the Night” bonuses.

The first two rounds belonged to Hendricks (16-2, 11-2 UFC) who used a variety of striking combinations to score. Knees and leg kicks appeared as a facet of his technique arsenal.

However, Lawler (22-10, 7-4 UFC) turned the tide in the Team Takedown representative, rocking him with a sharp left hook to the chin. The onslaught continued until the end of the fourth round, where Hendricks received a cut under the right eye, but nonetheless survived.

Both fighters knew the fight was dead even and that the fifth round was crucial, resulting in “Bigg Rigg” shifting to another gear. He chipped away at the tired Lawler and secured the last round with a late takedown.

“Robbie is tough,” said Hendricks. “He’s a stud. I promise you, I’ll be facing him again and when I do, hopefully I can put on another big performance.”

Tyrone “The Chosen One” Woodley put on an impressive performance against former interim welterweight champion Carlos Condit, culminating in a second-round TKO due to injury in their co-main event.

From the beginning, Woodley (13-2, 3-1 UFC) seemed to have the upper hand, amassing “The Natural Born Killer” with two powerful right hands and scored with strong take-downs.

In the second round, a takedown caused Condit (29-8, 6-4 UFC) to grimace. After a referee restart, Woodley unleashed the log kick that felled “The Natural Born Killer” with two powerful right hands and scored with strong take-downs.

In the second round, a takedown caused Condit (29-8, 6-4 UFC) to grimace. After a referee restart, Woodley unleashed the log kick that felled “The Natural Born Killer” with two powerful right hands and scored with strong take-downs.

Both fighters knew the fight was dead even and that the fifth round was crucial, resulting in “Bigg Rigg” shifting to another gear. He chipped away at the tired Lawler and secured the last round with a late takedown.

“Robbie is tough,” said Hendricks. “He’s a stud. I promise you, I’ll be facing him again and when I do, hopefully I can put on a better performance.”

Tyrone “The Chosen One” Woodley put on an impressive performance against former interim welterweight champion Carlos Condit, culminating in a second-round TKO due to injury in their co-main event.

From the beginning, Woodley (13-2, 3-1 UFC) seemed to have the upper hand, amassing “The Natural Born Killer” with two powerful right hands and scored with strong take-downs.

In the second round, a takedown caused Condit (29-8, 6-4 UFC) to grimace. After a referee restart, Woodley unleashed the log kick that felled “The Natural Born Killer” with two powerful right hands and scored with strong take-downs.

In the second round, a takedown caused Condit (29-8, 6-4 UFC) to grimace. After a referee restart, Woodley unleashed the log kick that felled “The Natural Born Killer” with two powerful right hands and scored with strong take-downs.

In the second round, a takedown caused Condit (29-8, 6-4 UFC) to grimace. After a referee restart, Woodley unleashed the log kick that felled “The Natural Born Killer” with two powerful right hands and scored with strong take-downs.

In the second round, a takedown caused Condit (29-8, 6-4 UFC) to grimace. After a referee restart, Woodley unleashed the log kick that felled “The Natural Born Killer” with two powerful right hands and scored with strong take-downs.

In the second round, a takedown caused Condit (29-8, 6-4 UFC) to grimace. After a referee restart, Woodley unleashed the log kick that felled “The Natural Born Killer” with two powerful right hands and scored with strong take-downs.

In the second round, a takedown caused Condit (29-8, 6-4 UFC) to grimace. After a referee restart, Woodley unleashed the log kick that felled “The Natural Born Killer” with two powerful right hands and scored with strong take-downs.
MSU Remains Undefeated with 6-0 Start

Montclair State began their season on Feb. 27 at home against Drew University. MSU started on a positive note and defeated the Rangers 16-6.

Freshman attacker Aviana Paraggio scored four goals for the Red Hawks. Midfielders Kelly Schoneveld, a senior, and Jenna Bussiere, a junior, each added three goals for Montclair State.

Junior attacker Vanessa Rey and sophomore defender Nicole Francis each notched a goal. Of the 24 draws in the contest, Montclair State won 16 of them. MSU's next game was in Hoboken where they matched up with the Stevens Institute of Technology on March 1. Conlon led the way in a 12-10 victory with four goals and two assists.

Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

Bussiere contributed with three goals. Paraggio and sophomore Kasey Maguire each recorded two goals. Schoneveld scored one goal for the Red Hawks. With the win, Montclair State cut the all-time series deficit against the Ducks to 9-6.

On March 5, MSU was back home at Sprague Field to take on Thiel College. The Red Hawks dominated throughout and won the match 16-5. For the second game straight, Conlon netted four goals and handed out five assists.

Paraggio and Schoneveld both chipped in with three goals apiece. Bussiere had two goals for Montclair State. Francis, Verone, sophomore attacker Kara Crampton and freshman midfielder Emily Wong each scored one goal during the game.

Fast forward to March 7 when MSU hosted Muhlenberg College. The contest was a shootout, but the Red Hawks prevailed 17-10. Bussiere posted six goals to help propel Montclair State to victory.

Conlon scored five goals on five shots and dished out two assists. Schoneveld added four goals to the total. Rey and Maguire both contributed with a score each.

MSU traveled to Myrtle Beach, S.C. on March 11 for a spring break game against Alfred University at a neutral site. The Red Hawks routed the Saxons 18-3 in a blowout. Conlon, Bussiere, Schoneveld and sophomore attacker Alexa DiPiero had 12 of the team’s 18 goals (three apiece). Rey, Maguire, Conlon, DiPiero and senior attacker Krista Henderson all chipped in with one score apiece. Conlon also contributed with a season and team-high six assists during the game.

On Thursday, March 20, Montclair State returns home and goes up against the Farmingdale State College Rams at 7 p.m. This result was not available at press time. On Tuesday, March 25, MSU welcomes the New Paltz Hawks to Sprague Field, with the game slated to start at 7 p.m.

So far, according to Captain Conlon, the Red Hawks are meeting the team’s goals. “Our expectations for the season are to remain undefeated, win the NJAC and make it further in the NCAA Tournament than ever before.”

To learn more visit our website: http://goo.gl/OzTYga

Study Abroad.
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Who’s Hot This Week

Alex Hill
Pitcher — Softball
Hill continued to dominate the mound when the Red Hawks traveled down to Florida over spring break, recording six wins and one loss.

Season Stats
Goals - 81
Assists - 7
Points - 24

Who’s Hot This Week

Brett Mangan
Attacker — Lacrosse
Last week, Mangan helped lead the Red Hawks to two spring break wins by posting 10 goals and two assists.

Season Stats
Goals - 19
Assists - 5
Points - 24

Game of the Week

Womens Lacrosse
vs. Farmingdale State
March 20, 7 p.m.

The Red Hawks will look to expand their record to 7-0 when they host Farmingdale State.

For updates, check out: www.montclairathletics.com and follow @TheMontclarion on Twitter and Instagram

Red Hawk Round Up

Softball
Very little can be said about the softball team that hasn’t been said already. Off to yet another amazing start, the Red Hawks recently returned from Florida where they went 7-1 at the Rebel Spring Games, where Alex Hill recorded an outstanding 81 strikeouts in seven games.

Baseball
Unlike the softball team, the baseball team’s visit down south did not end as nicely. The Red Hawks went 2-4 during their trip and now look to improve and learn from their mistakes. Their next game is Friday, March 24 at the College of Staten Island.

Womens Lacrosse
The womens lacrosse team has been on fire this season. Currently 6-0, the Red Hawks have completely outplayed their opponents, scoring 93 goals while allowing only 32. Don’t be surprised if they keep the streak going for quite some time.
A fantastic season has come to an end for the Montclair State Montclair State Softball team. Fairleigh Dickinson University-Flo-

Rasham defeated MSU 73-53 on March 14 for the third round of the tour-

The Red Hawks dominated the game throughout and defeated the Pride 78-51.

Junior forward Me-

sions in a 3-0 MSU win over Muskingum University and SUNY Cortland, and were supposed to face Beloit and DeSales University in Cen-

The Rebels Spring Games down Florida to participate in the Rebel Springs Games in Kissimmee, Fla.

The Red Hawks outscored their opponents a count of 12-7. Montclair State also had 10 more as-

sists than the Pride (17-7). MSU made 69 percent (18-3) of their three-point attempts in the first half. By halftime, the Red Hawks led the game 49-19.

The following day, Montclair State faced off against the Cabrini College Cavaliers at home in the second round of the tourn-

ament. The game was a fierce battle, but MSU achieved a 78-73 victory in the second round.

The Red Hawks trailed the Cavaliers by 13 at the end of the first half. The next took out all of the game, posting 30 points and nine rebounds. Aquino came through big again, netting 29 points for herself. Freshman guard Rachel Krauss contributed with 10 points. Senior guard Nicola Henry played her final game and scored with solid game with six points and 10 rebounds.

Montclair State dish out 23 Royals turnovers into 32 points. The Red Hawks had 10 more steals than Scranton (10-6). Montclair State’s largest lead of the game was 24 points, and came with 17:11 left in the second half.

On March 15, MSU went up against home team FDU-Florham with the winner heading to the Final Four in Wisconsin. The FDU-Demons were 30-0 entering this game with the Red Hawks. There was some added anticipation for this matchup, as for-

mer Montclair State guard Shalette Brown transferred to FDU-Florham after her freshman year.

MSU took a 30-24 lead into the second half but ultimately lost 73-53. Aqui-

no passed the Red Hawks with 11 points. Tobie posted her second straight dou-

ble-double with 10 points and 12 rebounds. The Red Hawks shot 38 percent (19-

50) from the field. After the past two seasons, Montclair State’s record is 57-4 over-

all and 33-1 in the NJAC.

Montclair State making her the first player in NCAA Divi-

sion III softball history to reach that milestone.

The Red Hawks round-

ed out the tournament on Friday with another pair of wins, defeating Thomas Moore and Hiram College.

"I think we played very well in Florida," said Hill. "There are things we are looking to improve, and we will con-

inue to work hard as we go through the season and into NJAC games. I’m re-

ally proud and excited to reach 1,000 career strike-

outs. As a freshman, it was a dream come true. We have a lot of goals in mind, and now I’m happy to be included in that list of pitchers that have reached a

mental proud and excited to enter this new chapter of the season. The last time they met, in November, the Red Hawks defeated Scranton 86-75 at the Gwynedd-Mer-

cy Tip-Off Tournament.

Montclair State finished the season in Madison on March 14 for the third round of the tournament. MSU won the nail-biting contest 82-77. With this victory, the Red Hawks were winners of 14 straight games.

Tobie recorded her first double-double of the NCAA Tournament with 27 points and 13 rebounds. Krauss came through clutch with 14 points. Aquino add-

ed 12 points in the victory for Montclair State.

MSU turned 23 Royals turnovers into 32 points. The Red Hawks had 10 more steals than Scranton (10-6). Montclair State’s largest lead of the game was 24 points, and came with 17:11 left in the second half.

On March 15, MSU went up against home team FDU-Florham with the winner heading to the Final Four in Wisconsin. The FDU-Demons were 30-0 entering this game with the Red Hawks. There was some added anticipation for this matchup, as for-

mer Montclair State guard Shalette Brown transferred to FDU-Florham after her freshman year.

MSU took a 30-24 lead into the second half but ultimately lost 73-53. Aqui-

no passed the Red Hawks with 11 points. Tobie posted her second straight dou-

ble-double with 10 points and 12 rebounds. The Red Hawks shot 38 percent (19-

50) from the field. After the past two seasons, Montclair State’s record is 57-4 over-

all and 33-1 in the NJAC.

Montclair State making her the first player in NCAA Divi-

sion III softball history to reach that milestone.

The Red Hawks round-

ed out the tournament on Friday with another pair of wins, defeating Thomas Moore and Hiram College.

"I think we played very well in Florida," said Hill. "There are things we are looking to improve, and we will con-

inue to work hard as we go through the season and into NJAC games. I’m re-

ally proud and excited to reach 1,000 career strike-

outs. As a freshman, it was a dream come true. We have a lot of goals in mind, and now I’m happy to be included in that list of pitchers that have reached 1,000th strikeout for Mont-
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